The technique of cavity ring-down ͑CRD͒ spectroscopy is particularly useful for measuring absorptions of very weak optical transitions. We have in this manner investigated the 40 950-41 300 cm Ϫ1 region in O 2 , where only absorption in the O 2 (A 3 ⌺ u ϩ -X 3 ⌺ g Ϫ ) 11-0 band had been previously identified. Five new bands have been discovered in this range-the AЈ 3 ⌬ u -X 3 ⌺ g Ϫ 12-0 and 13-0 bands, the c 1 ⌺ u Ϫ -X 3 ⌺ g Ϫ 17-0 and 18-0 bands, and the A 3 ⌺ u ϩ ϪX 3 ⌺ g Ϫ 12-0 band. The origins of the F 1 and F 2 components of the latter lie only 7 cm Ϫ1 below the lowest dissociation limit, and 15 lines have been identified. No F 3 levels were observed; apparently all are above the dissociation limit. The high instrumental sensitivity of the CRD technique has allowed observation of weak lines of the A -X 11-0 band, and 12 of the 13 branches have been identified and their intensities measured. A very low upper limit has been set on the intensity of the thirteenth branch, Q 13 . We find 107 unidentified lines in the region, the stronger ones ͑19͒ lying in the vicinity of lines of the A -X 11-0 band. The weaker ones ͑88͒ are spread throughout the spectral region, up to and even beyond the O 2 dissociation limit, and probably have their origin in transitions to very weakly bound O 2 states, which may have atmospheric significance. These weaker lines have intensities that are typically 1%-5% of the strong A -X 11-0 band lines.
INTRODUCTION
The ultraviolet terrestrial nightglow is dominated by emission from electronically excited oxygen. 1 The emitters are the three so-called Herzberg states, which are generated by the recombination of oxygen atoms. 2 These in turn are produced by daytime O 2 photodissociation in the Schumann-Runge bands and continuum at 130-205 nm.
The most detailed laboratory spectroscopic studies of the Herzberg transitions* were carried out by Borrell et al., 3 Coquart and Ramsay, 4 and Ramsay. 5 The nomenclature for the Herzberg systems is as follows:
The highest vibrational levels that they reported were vϭ11 for the A 3 ⌺ u ϩ state ͑ 0 ϭ41 153.92 cm Ϫ1 ͒, 3 vϭ11 for the AЈ 3 ⌬ u ͑⍀ϭ1͒ state ͑ 0 ϭ40 988.15 cm Ϫ1 ͒, 4 and vϭ16 for the c 1 ⌺ u Ϫ state ͑ 0 ϭ40 860.62 cm Ϫ1 ͒. 5 As the O 2 3 P 2 ϩ 3 P 2 dissociation limit lies at 41 267.5 cm Ϫ1 , 6 there is room for at least one more vibrational level in the AЈ state, and at least two in the c state. In the AЈ state, the energy spacing between the last two observed levels, vϭ10 and 11, is 301 cm Ϫ1 , 4 while in the c state, the spacing between vϭ15 and 16 is 212 cm Ϫ1 . 5 As for the A state, it has not been clear from a Birge-Sponer plot that the next level, vϭ12, would be stable.
We have recently presented the results of a cavity ringdown ͑CRD͒ study of O 2 photoabsorption in the 243-250 nm region, undertaken for the purpose of making band strength measurements on the Herzberg transitions. 7 In the course of this investigation, we observed lines above 40 950 cm Ϫ1 that were not associated with the A -X 11-0 band, the only one listed by Ramsay and colleagues [3] [4] [5] in this region. In fact, we have found numerous uncataloged lines, some of which are associated with the three Herzberg states, and others with an as-yet-unidentified O 2 transition. In this report we identify the new A͑vϭ12͒, AЈ͑vϭ12,13͒, and c͑vϭ17,18͒ levels, identify branches and measure intensities for the A -X 11-0 band that do not appear in recent tabulations, 3, 8 and present a list of 107 lines which remain to be identified.
INTRODUCTION TO CRD SPECTROSCOPY
In 1988 O'Keefe and Deacon 9 introduced cavity ringdown ͑CRD͒ spectroscopy as a sensitive technique to perform direct absorption measurements using pulsed light sources. The CRD technique is based on a measurement of the rate of absorption rather than the magnitude of absorption of a light pulse confined in an optical cavity with a high Q factor. The method has the advantages of direct absorption spectroscopic techniques, but avoids the sensitivity problems due to light source intensity fluctuations, while a stable optical cavity design allows for highly effective multipassing.
O'Keefe and Deacon demonstrated in their first experiments 9 that the sensitivity of the method in the visible region of the spectrum is superior to the sensitivity of conventional absorption spectroscopy. Since then it has been shown that the technique can be used to perform sensitive a͒ absorption spectroscopy in a molecular jet expansion, 10, 11 and we have recently used it to measure the beam intensity in a laser-desorption jet-cooling mass spectrometer. 12 Romanini and Lehmann 13 have used CRD for a spectroscopic study of the stretching overtones in HCN. In the latter experiments, mirrors with a reflectivity Rϭ0.9999 were used and a noiseequivalent absorption coefficient in the 10 Ϫ10 cm Ϫ1 region was reported.
Yu and Lin 14 have shown that CRD can be used for quantitative kinetics measurements as well, and recently, Scherer et al. 15 have performed CRD experiments in the infrared region of the spectrum. We have shown that CRD spectroscopy can be performed with high spectral resolution and good sensitivity even in relatively short cavities. We have applied the technique for the first time to the uv part of the spectrum, as far as 200 nm, 16, 17 and have applied it for trace gas detection in various environments. 18 Around 250 nm, where mirrors with a reflectivity better than 0.997 are not yet available, absorption down to 10 Ϫ7 cm Ϫ1 is still readily detected. 7
THEORY OF CRD SPECTROSCOPY
If a monochromatic light pulse at frequency is coupled into an otherwise empty cavity, the ring-down transient I CRD (t) is a single exponentially decaying function of time with a 1/e ''cavity ring-down time'' ͑͒ which is solely determined by the reflectivity R͑͒ of the mirrors and the optical pathlength d between them. The presence of absorbing species in the ring-down cavity can now be deduced from the resulting decrease in the cavity ring-down time. It follows, therefore, that in the more general case I CRD (t) is proportional to
where ͑͒ is given by
where c is the velocity of light, and the sum is over all light scattering and absorbing species with frequency dependent cross sections i ͑͒ and a line-integrated number density ͐ 0 d N i (x)dx. 9, 13, 18 As long as the laser linewidth is spectrally narrower than the absorption feature of the species under study, the time dependence of the light intensity inside the cavity is correctly described with a single exponentially decaying curve. 18, 19 We reiterate that in a CRD experiment the rate of absorption of a light pulse confined in a closed optical cavity is measured, and the measurement is therefore independent of light source intensity fluctuations, as long as the spectral intensity distribution of the light stays constant from pulse to pulse.
EXPERIMENT
For the experiments described in this paper, a stable optical cavity formed by placing two identical 25 mm diameter planoconcave mirrors with a radius of curvature of Ϫ25 cm at 45.5 cm distance, is used. The mirrors are coated for optimum reflectivity at 248 nm ͑Rϭ0.996 at 248 nm͒. All the measurements have been performed with either 500 mBar or 1000 mBar of pure molecular oxygen in the ring-down cavity. The higher pressure is used only in the high frequency region of the spectrum, where the oxygen absorption lines are already somewhat broader. We note, however, that due both to the increase in linewidths of the molecular absorption ͑pressure broadening͒ and the overall reduction in the cavity ring-down time as a consequence of Rayleigh scattering, the detection sensitivity only improves slightly by doubling the pressure.
The required laser radiation in the 243-250 nm range is produced by pumping a dye laser operating with Coumarin 480 dye with the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm ͑Spectra Physics GCR-150, PDL-3 combination͒. The output of the dye laser is frequency doubled in a BBO crystal, typically producing 1 mJ of laser radiation with a bandwidth of 0.2 cm Ϫ1 . For the experiments described in this paper, about 1 J of tunable radiation in a 2 mm diameter spot is directed along the 45.5 cm long cavity, and only a small fraction of this ͑on the order of 10 Ϫ3 ͒ is coupled into the cavity through the highly reflecting mirror. Mode matching of the laser beam with the ring-down cavity is omitted so as to set up a near-continuum of modes inside the cavity. 16 The time dependence of the light intensity in the stable optical cavity is monitored via detection of the light that leaks out through the other mirror, using a photomultiplier placed in close proximity. The PMT signal is amplified and fed into a digitizing oscilloscope with ten bit vertical resolution and 10 ns sampling time ͑LeCroy 9430͒. Typically, 25 ring-down transients, all taken at the same laser frequency, are added in the 16-bit memory of the oscilloscope, and the sum is subsequently read out by a 486-PC.
To be able to accurately determine the baseline of the cavity ring-down transients, approximately 100 data points are recorded and averaged prior to the start of the ring-down transient. This averaged baseline is subtracted from those data points of the ring-down transient that are recorded within a pre-set time interval from the start of the transient, a time-interval which is typically chosen as three 1/e decay times of the empty cavity. Subsequently, the natural logarithm of the data is taken and fit to a straight line using a weighted least-squares fitting algorithm. 20 It is the slope of this fitted line which is recorded as a function of the laser frequency.
The time-constant that describes the decay of the empty cavity in our set-up is around 250 ns, and its exact value can be determined to an accuracy of approximately 10 Ϫ3 . The laser is stepped over the desired spectral range in 0.03 cm Ϫ1 increments ͑in the uv͒.
A small fraction of the fundamental wavelength of the dye laser is sent through a tellurium oven ͑heated to 450 C͒ for absolute wavelength calibration. 21 The Te 2 absorption spectrum is recorded simultaneously with the O 2 CRD spectrum, and is used for calibration and linearization of the frequency scale. Comparison of the observed O 2 absorptions to the precisely known A -X 11-0 line positions 3, 8 suggests that lines are measured in the present work with an accuracy of Ϯ0.1 cm Ϫ1 .
With this frequency scale, the individual line positions are then determined with a line-fitting program ͑QUASIL͒ developed at SRI. Linewidths are obtained from isolated lines, and these widths are then used in subsequent analysis of weaker or merged features.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our earlier paper 7 described the application of CRD spectroscopy to forbidden transitions in O 2 . The virtue of the technique is its very high sensitivity to absorption features, and we took advantage of this capability to measure line strengths in the three Herzberg systems.
The laser linewidth used in the earlier measurements was on the order of 0.5 cm Ϫ1 , which resulted in some problems in dealing with strong Herzberg I lines, as they have a Doppler width of only ϳ0.08 cm Ϫ1 . For this reason, we stressed that under those conditions, the measurements on the weaker Herzberg II and III systems were more reliable. Nevertheless, our evaluation and recommendations for the A -X oscillator strengths are in excellent agreement with more recent measurements of Yoshino et al. 22 The laser linewidth has now been reduced to ϳ0.20 cm Ϫ1 , both for the purpose of improving line position data, and to obtain more realistic line strengths. The main point of the present work is to use the intrinsic sensitivity of the CRD system to investigate energy levels near the O 2 dissociation limit which have not previously been observed by other techniques. The narrower linewidth is advantageous in searching for very weak lines, as it helps to differentiate them from the background.
New Herzberg I, II, III spectra
The DIATOM spectral simulation program was described in the earlier study. 7 We have used it to calculate line positions in the five new bands, based on extrapolations of the existing spectroscopic data for the lower vibrational levels. 3, 8 Trial values of the band origins and rotational constants were estimated by extrapolation from the lower levels to the dissociation limit. A mass-scaled interpolation/extrapolation was also used to provide predictions for our comparison study of 18 O 2 . For all three Herzberg states, we found that plots of v ͑the vibrational quantum number͒ against (D 0 ϪE) 1/2 were nearly linear, where D 0 is the energy of the dissociation limit, 6 41 267.5 cm Ϫ1 , and E is the vibrational term energy, or G v , with all energies measured relative to the ͑nonexistent͒ JϭNϭ0 F 2 level of the ground state. This allowed us to determine the number of bound vibrational levels to be expected and to estimate the energies of the previously unobserved ones. For the rotational constant, B v , extrapolation comes from a plot of [(D 0 ϪE)/(D 0 ϪG 0 )] n vs B v . The exponent n was chosen to give a smooth graph that is approximately linear as D→D 0 and B v →0. The values for n chosen for the three states lie in the range 0.1-0.3. In these calculations, we make the assumption that the three states dissociate to the lowest atomic limits, 3 P 2 ϩ 3 P 2 . This limit is consistent with an adiabatic correlation of the A, AЈ, and c states to the separated atoms. 23 The next limit lies 158 cm Ϫ1 higher, and we have no evidence that the higher limits become involved.
Once the data and the DIATOM simulation are in reasonable agreement, the individual line positions are assigned, and a nonlinear least-squares fit is made to determine the effective constants of the Hamiltonian describing the upper state. 24 Figure 1 shows portions of the spectra, the ⍀ϭ2 head of the AЈ -X 12-0 band ͑1a͒, near the head of the c -X 17-0 band ͑1b͒, and the head of the A -X 12-0 band ͑1c͒. In each case, comparison is made with the DIATOM simulations, although there may be discrepancies of tenths of cm Ϫ1 between the DIATOM output and the final fit. This is not surprising, as different Hamiltonians are used. Tables I-V list the lines in the five bands, along with the differences obtained from the best fit. The constants used in these fits are given in Table VI . As may be seen, some of the parameters were frozen when insufficient data were available for a complete analysis.
From these fits, rotational term energies are calculated for the five new levels, using the ground state energies of Amiot and Verges. 25 The upper state term energies are displayed graphically in Fig. 2 , plotted against J(Jϩ1). Also included in the plot are the known A(vϭ11) and AЈ(vϭ11) levels. 3, 4 In none of the five new levels do we find shifts attributable to perturbations, although we do not preclude energy shifts less than 0.1 cm Ϫ1 . Inspection of Fig. 2 shows that there are no crossings of A 3 ⌺ u ϩ and c 1 ⌺ u Ϫ levels, the only combination that might lead to perturbations. Yoshino et al. 8 have reported detecting perturbations in the vϭ12 and 15 levels of the O 2 (c) state, caused by crossings with the vϭ7 and 9 levels of the A state, respectively.
The A͑12͒ level lies very near to the dissociation limit, and parameterizing its levels in terms of meaningful molecular constants is particularly difficult, especially in view of the fact that only four rotational levels ͑Nϭ1,3,5,7͒ are observed in the F 2 substate and only three levels ͑Nϭ1,3,5͒ are observed in the higher energy F 1 substate. No vϭ12 levels are observed for the F 3 substate, which by analogy with the lower vibrational levels, should lie yet higher in energy, most probably in the dissociation continuum.
The band origin and rotational constant B for A͑12͒ listed in Table VI have been derived solely from the F 2 levels. A centrifugal distortion constant was not required to fit the four levels. That is, D was held fixed at zero. However, a rather large value for D is calculated 26 for vЈϭ12 from the ab initio potential energy curve of the A state, 27 Dϭ1.2ϫ10 Ϫ4 cm Ϫ1 . In Table VI , the upper entry gives the molecular constants obtained from the fit to the observed lines using Dϭ0, while the lower entry gives those constants obtained using Dϭ1.2ϫ10 Ϫ4 cm Ϫ1 .
The fine-structure splitting constants for A͑12͒ also can be only poorly determined from the observed levels. The values list in Table VI are rough extrapolations from the lower vibrational levels. An accurate determination of the spin-rotation constant, ␥, would not be expected given that only very low rotational quantum numbers and two spin components are observed in the present work. The spin-spin constant, , is more interesting. Based on the values from the lower vibrational levels, we expect to be large and negative. When combined with the fact that the rotational constant for A͑12͒ is very small, this means that Hund's case ͑c͒ is appropriate. The F 1 and F 2 components are almost pure combinations of ⍀ϭϮ1, while the F 3 component is predominantly ⍀ϭ0. The term energies F 1 (N) and F 2 (N) have similar values, with F 3 (N) approximately Ϫ2 higher
In the limit of large negative , F 1 (N) is only weakly dependent on the value of chosen. Assuming ϭϪ15 cm Ϫ1 , the final term in the energy expression has a calculated value of only Ϫ0.15 cm Ϫ1 for Nϭ5, the highest level observed. The value of the constant can be varied within the approximate range of Ϫ5 cm Ϫ1 ϾϾϪ20 cm Ϫ1 and still reproduce the spacings of the observed F 1 and F 2 levels to within their experimental accuracy. A value for within this range would be consistent with a vibrational extrapolation of this constant from the lower levels of the A state, but such an extrapolation relies heavily on the perturbed A͑11͒ level. The magnitude of in the A state is, to first order, determined by the off-diagonal spin-orbit coupling between the A 3 ⌺ u ϩ state and the c 1 ⌺ u Ϫ and B 3 ⌺ u Ϫ states, which have its same 3 * 3 electronic configuration. 27 Ab initio values for these matrix elements have been calculated by Klotz and Peyerimhoff 29 for internuclear distances in the range of 2.3 to 2.9 a.u. The coupling with the B state is sufficiently small that its effect on is negligible. Given the ab initio potential energy curves for the A and c states, 27 and presuming a linear extrapolation of the spin-orbit matrix element as a function of internuclear distance, the value of lambda as a function of vibrational level can be calculated from 29
where A(r vvЈ ) is the spin-orbit matrix element evaluated at the R centroid for the pair of A state and c state vibrational levels, ͗v͉vЈ͘ is the vibrational overlap integral, the denominator is the difference in energy between the vibrational levels, and the summation extends over all vibrational levels of the c 1 ⌺ u Ϫ state. The values of v calculated from Eq. ͑5͒ agree with experimental observations to within 11% for vр9. However, the calculated values for vϭ10,11,12 are ϭϪ6.56, Ϫ12.1, and Ϫ38.6 cm Ϫ1 , respectively, which are only qualitatively in accord with the experimental values for vϭ10 and 11 ͑ϭϪ5.846 and Ϫ7.79 cm Ϫ1 ͒ 5 and the present estimated range for the value of 12 ͑Ϫ15 cm Ϫ1 in Table VI͒ . Because these higher vibrational levels probe an increasingly large range of internuclear separations, the representation of the A state by a single electronic configuration should become increasingly less appropriate. Thus a confident estimate of 12 either from an empirical extrapolation or a simple calculation is not possible. Hence, the values of and ␥ given for A͑12͒ in Table VI represent only those values used to generate the simulated spectra.
Transitions into all three spin-orbit components of the AЈ͑12͒ level are observed in the present work. Following the earlier determination 30 of the molecular constants for the lower levels of the AЈ state, both the ␥ and constants were Line not used in fit to obtain molecular constants. Consequently, all spin-splitting constants were constrained to extrapolated values in the fits. These constrained values are listed in Table VI , together with the fitted rotational constants.
For consistency with other work and to facilitate a comparison of term values, all of the band origins in Table VI have been corrected to reference them to the ͑nonexistent͒ NϭJϭ0 level of the O 2 X 3 ⌺ g Ϫ (vϭ0) ground state. In addition, the origins ͑ 0 ͒ of c͑17͒ and c͑18͒, and those origins labeled 0 ͑F 2 ͒ for A͑12͒, AЈ͑12͒, and AЈ͑13͒ reference the upper state rotational levels relative to JЈ(JЈϩ1)Ϫ⍀ 2 ϭ0, where ⍀ϭ0 for the F 2 levels of A͑12͒ and ⍀ϭ2 for the F 2 level in the AЈ state.
From the extrapolations described above, it is clear that the vϭ19 level of O 2 (c) is stable, lying some 40 cm Ϫ1 below the dissociation limit. Although there are numerous candidate lines in the region, we have not been able to convincingly demonstrate its presence. With a narrower laser linewidth, it should be discernible. The 00 value is expected to be close to 41 228 cm Ϫ1 , and the rotational constant should be 0.20-0.23 cm Ϫ1 . This band origin puts it very close to the new AЈ(vϭ13) level. The calculations suggest that vϭ20 should also be stable, lying 3 cm Ϫ1 below the dissociation limit, i.e., very close to A(vϭ12). Again, improved experiments will be needed to identify the last O 2 (c) level.
Line intensities in the A -X 11-0 band
Yoshino et al. 8 have recently made new absorption measurements on the O 2 (A -X) system, using a Fourier transform spectrometer operating in the uv. For the 11-0 band, they reported line positions in only 8 of the 13 branches. In a subsequent paper, 22 the intensity of a single line in the O P 23 branch was reported, as was a blended line in the S R 21 branch. A correction to be noted is that assignments are made for the Q 33 (Nϭ1) line in several of the bands; such a line does not exist.
The greater sensitivity of the CRD spectrometer has resulted in position and intensity data for 12 branches; only the O Q 13 branch was not discernible, although an upper limit can be set that makes it more than an order of magnitude weaker than the next weakest branch. In Table VII we complete the A -X 11-0 position listings, making comparisons to calculated positions derived from the term energies of Yoshino et al. 8 and of Amiot and Verges 25 for the O 2 ground state; agreement is quite satisfactory. Also listed are Herzberg's positions 31 for three of the five branches not listed by Yoshino et al. 8 We note that Herzberg listed line positions in the Q 13 branch for the A -X 10-0 band. 31 These assignments seem to be incorrect; at least two of the five lines can be attributed to the AЈ -X 11-0 band, and in any case the Q 13 lines are expected to be too weak to measure.
Considerable effort has been spent since Herzberg's original publication 32 in attempting to quantify and rationalize the intensities of the A -X rotational branches. [32] [33] [34] The recent work of Huestis et al., 7 Yoshino et al., 22 and England et al. 35 has clarified the situation for vЈр10, and we are now in a position to provide additional information on the weak branches in vЈϭ11.
For the 11-0 band, Yoshino et al. 22 have reported integrated intensities for the eight stronger branches. Since we know that the CRD spectra tend to underestimate the line strength, we make relative comparisons, where the measured intensities are summed and the branch intensities are expressed as a fraction of the total sum for each value of N. In Table VIII we list these relative intensities for the CRD data and the values of Yoshino et al. 22 In addition, we also present the values given by the DIATOM program. For the Q 13 branch only an upper limit can be given from the CRD data, but it is in agreement with the analysis reported by England et al. 35 for the A -X 10-0 band. For the same band, a Q 13 value 200 times larger is listed by Cann and Nicholls. 34 As discussed by Huestis et al., 7 the model of Cann and Nicholls for the A -X rotational branch strengths is an empirical representation of the line intensities reported by Herzberg 31 for only two N values in the 10-0 band. It is now clear that Herzberg's Q 13 lines are misidentifications. The model used in the DIATOM program was described by Huestis et al. 7 The spectral simulations reported here use the transition-strength parameters listed therein. The model used by England et al. 35 is equivalent, but with transition-strength parameters that have been changed slightly to optimize the fit with the ex- 22 The models are expected to be least reliable for vЈϭ11 because it known to be strongly perturbed.
In the last column of Table VIII are presented the summed absolute integrated intensities for each N, in units of 10 Ϫ26 cm 2 cm Ϫ1 . The DIATOM data originate with our recommended A -X 11-0 oscillator strength. 7 It is clear that the CRD data have values 10%-30% smaller than the values of Yoshino et al., 22 while the DIATOM calculations agree reasonably well with the latter, with an increasing discrepancy above Nϭ7, i.e., as the dissociation limit is approached. Although there has been an improvement in the CRD data with narrowing of the laser linewidth, the problem with underestimation is still present, and is unlikely to be overcome without better matching of the absorption and laser linewidths, and an analytical treatment of the line shapes.
Inspection of Table VIII shows that the Q 31 branch has an intensity comparable to that of Q 22 , so it is surprising that the former was not reported by Yoshino et al. for any A -X band. 8 These authors have displayed a spectrum for the A -X 8-0 band, and in fact the Q 31 (Nϭ5, 7, 9) lines are readily apparent, with an intensity comparable to the ͑reported͒ lines of the R 21 branch, and about half that of Q 22 . England et al. 35 and other authors 30, 32, 33 have listed Q 31 line strengths.
Unidentified lines
After identifying as many of the new lines as possible, we are still left with a pool of more than 100 unidentified lines, listed in Table IX . These are divided between the 19 strong lines lying in the vicinity of A -X 11-0 lines, previously noted by Borrell et al. 3 and Yoshino et al., 8 but not tabulated by them, and the 88 weaker lines. The lines extend up to and even beyond the 41 267.5 cm Ϫ1 dissociation limit.
Yoshino et al. 8 have suggested that the strong lines are due to the very weakly bonded 3 ⌸ u state, which is certainly possible, and the same may be true for some of the weaker lines in Table IX . A glance at Fig. 2 demonstrates that the line shifts in the A -X 11-0 band are unrelated to any of the new levels.
Borrell et al. 3 have measured and discussed these perturbations, finding line shifts as large as 1.5 cm Ϫ1 . Their favored explanation is that the perturber is the 5 ⌺ u Ϫ state, based on the potential curve calculations of Saxon and Liu. 36 From the data in Table I on the vϭ12 level, it is evident that there are no perturbations of a similar magnitude.
The lines listed in Table IX include the relative peak intensities, which are normalized to the absolute intensity of the Q 22 ͑7͒ A -X ͑11-0͒ line, given by Yoshino et al. 22 as 47ϫ10 Ϫ26 cm 2 cm Ϫ1 . We are reasonably confident that these unidentified lines are associated with O 2 , rather than with impurities. In the first place, they tend to die away near the 41 267.5 cm Ϫ1 dissociation limit, and more importantly, the 2 cm Ϫ1 ground state splitting between the F 1 /F 3 and the F 2 components recurs often.
We show in Fig. 3 the relationship between the strong unidentified lines and the lines of the A -X 11-0 band, demonstrating that indeed the latter occur in the vicinity of the former. On the other hand, the weak lines seem to be distributed throughout the spectral region, and show no obvious correlation either with the A -X 11-0 band or bands in the other two Herzberg systems.
If the absorbing state is 3 ⌸ u , the transition from the 3 ⌺ g Ϫ ground state would be fully allowed. The extreme weakness of the lines would then be associated with the Franck-Condon factors, which are minute, since the bound region of the 3 ⌸ u state is calculated to lie at very large interatomic 27 Hence, its transition strength must arise through its perturbation of the A state.
We are in the process of carrying out CRD measurements with 18,18 O 2 , and hope that the new spectral information will help in the assignment of the unidentified lines.
Early results indicate that the topmost A 3 ⌺ u ϩ level, vϭ12 in this isotopomer, is substantially perturbed.
CONCLUSIONS
The high sensitivity of CRD spectroscopy has led to a great improvement in O 2 spectroscopic information in the 40 950-41 300 cm Ϫ1 region. Five new bands have been found in the Herzberg systems A -X 12-0, AЈ -X 12-0, AЈ -X 13-0, c -X 17-0, and c -X 18-0. The A -X 12-0 band origin lies within 7 cm Ϫ1 of the molecular dissociation limit, and analysis will provide information on the O 2 long-range potential. More than 100 lines are still unidentified in the measured spectral region, and will probably lead to information on weakly bound O 2 states, as well as the last member of the c -X system.
Absolute intensities are reported for the unidentified lines, and absolute and relative intensities for the A -X 11-0 band, where information has been incomplete. The CRD study has led to identification of 12 out of the 13 branches of the band, with a low upper limit on the intensity of the thirteenth.
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